Lenin, Stalin or Trotsky took early measures to control the cinema in order to transform and enlighten the masses and to implement a proletarian and atheist culture that could replace former norms and homogenize beliefs and values. However, the use of theatre or cinema as a vector for cultural changes was also praisedin a less conceptualised manner-by some Muslim Turkestani élites, who had come to consider, at least as early as 1913, performing and visual arts a mirror that could help society to understand its illnesses and thus to overcome them. e early Soviet period radicalized these conceptions of power and enlightenment toward cinema, which proved a locus for political debates, modernization and agencies that were contended, throughout the 1920s and the 1930s, by Russian Communists and vernacular political or cultural élites in power. Examples of early anti-religious policy as well as film propaganda shed light on this process. In the Soviet context, the analysis of film production permits us to ascertain a complex set of dependencies and agencies between central and local powers, between artists and politics. is article will first focus on a brief institutional history and on the way vernacular élite and ordinary people welcomed the cinématographe in order to underline its peculiar position for our understanding of the cultural changes in the inter-war period. Second, it will examine how officials organised * My thanks go to Adeeb Khalid, Alexandre Papas, Juliette Cadiot, Jean-Claude Penrad, Stefan Reichmuth and Paolo Sartori for their valuable comments and their advice. is essay also benefited from the comments of Stéphane A. Dudoignon, when an earlier version of it was presented at his seminar "En islam soviétique: questions, méthodes et connaissances". I am also very grateful to Justine Landau for her English editing of an early version, and especially to Kaveh Askari for having completed a marathon weekend session finally editing this essay.
Introduction
If we consider, on one hand, Mikhail Bakunin who claimed that the only way to free workers from physical and spiritual debauchery-i.e. tavern and church-is social revolution, and Trotsky on the other hand, who held that cinema can prevent workers from crossing the door of tavern and church, we could argue that cinema is a catalyst for social revolution.
1 Indeed, this revolution could serve the Soviet policy of modernisation and anti-religious programs. At least, this was the belief of the main Soviet leaders: Lenin, Stalin or Trotsky 2 took early measures to control the medium in order to transform and enlighten the masses and to implement a proletarian and atheist culture that could replace former norms and homogenize beliefs and values. However, the use of theatre or cinema as a vector for cultural changes was also praised-in a less conceptualised manner-by some Muslim Turkestani élites, who had come to consider, at least as early as 1913, performing and visual arts a mirror that could help society to understand its illnesses and thus to overcome them. 3 According to Mahmudxo'ja Behbudi, theatre stood for a new type of school (maktab) 4 -that could work whatever the level of literacy-while for Mirmuhsin "[…] one step toward progress (taraqqi) was done [...]" thanks to the appearance of cinema in the province of Turkistan; the cinématographe was for him a "place for edification" (dār al-ʿibrat). 5 Besides these educational values, cinema was also a perfect symbol of power that had to serve the ruler(s). Isfandiar Khan-or others, such as Sultan Abdülhamit II in the late Ottoman Empire 6 -had already understood that film, along with photo graphy (or postcards), could serve power and modernization. Khudoibergan Devanov , 7 whose father was the secretary of the Khivan khan, was the first Central Asian to purchase a photocamera and cinematographic equipment in the late imperial period. He was invited by the khan to set up a film and photo-studio in the palace. 8 e early Soviet period radicalized these conceptions of power and enlightenment toward cinema, which proved a locus for political debates, modernization and agencies that were contended, throughout the 1920s and the 1930s, by Russian Communists and vernacular political or cultural élites in power. Examples of early anti-religious policy as well as film propaganda 9 shed light on this process. In the Soviet context, the analysis of film production permits us to ascertain a complex set of dependencies and agencies between central and local powers, He first produced chronicles and, later, during the Soviet period, made documentaries for the Uzbek State studios. He was probably repressed during the Red Terror, although some historians assert that he was killed because of family dispute. 8) For more details on this period see Olaf Günther, Die dorboz im Ferghanatal: Erkundungen im Alltag und der Geschichte einer Gauklerkultur (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2008). 9) We will use the word 'propaganda' in its general meaning: a technique of communication that aimed at obtaining the adhesion to an ideological system and, accordingly behaviour, thanks to psychological means. See the classical study of Jacques Ellul, Propagandes (Paris: Economica, 1990 ).
between artists and politics. e nascent film propaganda-and especially that which takes Islam as a main target-is a historical source 10 that I propose to consider as evidence of the difficulties in implementing the radical changes that took place in the early Soviet period. Indeed, as film propaganda was clearly intended to promote a reshaping of cultural values, it reveals some aspects of the drift in social and cultural representations in the inter-war period.
e study of film discourses seems salutary considering that the period of the 1930s in Uzbekistan is characterised by a relative and growing scarcity of information from archives and press. Was the opening of archives a 'revolution' that could enhance our understandings of the major shifts in the Muslim culture? Of course, this 'revolution' is, for the historians of the Uzbek thirties, particularly frustrating especially for the one who is looking for information that could reflect the society of that time: the archives of the KGB or OGPU as well as those of the Communist Party are closed; noteworthy material available in Central State Archives of Uzbekistan (thereafter TsGARUz) became more sporadic as we move forward towards the thirties; the press 11 after 1928 was almost fully under political control and became a mouthpiece for the State but not for the citizens. Even there, photographs began to outweigh the printed word. Oral history, still possible to obtain but presumably not for long, constantly distorts the past according to traumatic personal experiences and present contingencies, especially when we deal with political or artistic involvement at the higher levels of the Soviet State. By contrast, silent movies give an alternative voice that could hardly reach us in other ways. I shall first focus on a brief institutional history and on the way vernacular élite and ordinary people welcomed the cinématographe in order to underline its peculiar position for our understanding or the cultural changes in the inter-war period. Second, I shall examine how officials organised anti-religious 10) On films as an historical source see, Marc Ferro, Cinéma et Histoire (Paris: Gallimard, 1993 (re-edition)). 11) Press provides information on film reception-one of the most striking problem-, but those are rare: when they could be found, they predominantly revealed the political film reception, not the social one. We rely on Pravda Vostoka, Komsomolets Vostoka/ Komsomolets Uzbekistana, Qizil Uzbekiston and Yer Iuzi. policy in Uzbekistan, using film in particular. Finally, I shall discuss anti-religious films and their ambivalence until 1937.
I. Cinema-A Perfect Medium for the Promotion of Cultural Change and Emancipatory Ideas
To be fully effective, propaganda has to be 'total' (i.e. everywhere, in everyday life), a condition that was not fulfilled during the early Soviet period. Consequently, the terms of "sub-propaganda" or "prepropaganda" 12 are more accurate to describe this phase, when political and ideological efforts began to establish the social, cultural and political control that was eventually achieved by the end of the 1930s. In Soviet Russia, the first step was made on 27 August, 1919, when the Council of People's Commissaries (Sovnarkom) of Soviet Russia (RSFSR) issued a decree that nationalized cinematographic activities, transferring them to the Commissariat of Enlightenment. 13 In the Autonomous Republic of Turkistan, the same decision was made few months later by the Turkistani Commission (Turkkommissiia). Based on this latter decree of 10 January, 1920, 14 a first Cinematographic Department (Turkgoskino) was created three days later by the Narkompros. As far as Turkistan was part of the RSFSR, the department was clearly dependent on the Russian decision-making. No studio, within the department, would be created until the territorial delimitation of December 1924.
e 'Great Mute' 15 also fascinated the native political élite, especially the Bukharians who thought that cinema could spread new political and social ideas among the population and relay modernist ideas. Cinema was seen as a sign of technical progress, which indeed symbolized modernity and development by appropriating the last achievements of Occidental culture. erefore, thanks to a cooperation agreement between the Sevzapkino studio in Russia and the Commissariat of Enlightenment of the Republic of Bukhara (BNSR), the first film studios 12) Ellul, Propagandes, 10, 42. were inaugurated in Bukhara in April 1924. ey were located in the house of Faizulla Khojaev (1896 Khojaev ( -1938 16 himself, close to the fortress in the old city.
17 e Russo-Bukharan cinematographic society (Bukhkino) had a rather short-lived existence (April-December 1924), but it succeeded in producing the first feature film ever made in the region. e Minaret of Death by V. Viskovskii (1925) was, despite its exoticism, a great success in Uzbekistan and in the Soviet Union and even reached the international film market (Europe and Latin America).
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With the national delimitation of 1924, the two organisations (Turkgoskino and Bukhkino) merged to form Uzbekgoskino, which included Sharq Yulduzi (e Star of the Orient) for film-making and Uzbekkino for decision-making, distribution and exhibition. Uzbekgoskino was located in the old madrasa Sheykhantaur. e logo, 19 used in the 1920s only, was characteristic of the organization's hope for cinema. It was to offer liberation from the chains of religion and tradition.
We see here two Muslims of indistinguishable nationality. e one in modern clothing (with a round do'ppi on his head, a characteristic in movies of the "jadid", and stigmatised as 'bourgeois' and nationalist in the 1930s) is represented in the frame of the (red as well as oriental) star. He raises his hand, throwing a film-roll to free his fellow-countryman, who is tied by the chains of religion and tradition. e latter wears a turban on his head, opens his hands, trying to catch up the 'train of 16) He took part to the revolutionary movement of the Young Bukharians, had important political activity in the government of BNSR and later became the president of the Sovnarkom of the Uzbek SSR. He was arrested on 9 July 1937 and repressed on 13 19) Unfortunately, the author could not have been identified. However, he was probably from vernacular origin, considering that it has to be read from the right to the left (as the reading of Arabic script).
Logo of Uzbegoskino
progress' (the film). But the issue is not sure: will he catch it or not? Whether he will continue to follow the (divine?) light 20 or will he jump out of this ray? e idea of liberation is also stressed by the fact that the 'modern' Muslim shows his eyes. He seems clever, acting consciously and ready for confrontation. e star, with its five points, shines around inescapably while the crescent, close to a perfect circle, symbolises endless repetition, confinement and blindness. e idea of blindness is also given by the fact that the eyes of the 'old-fashioned' Muslim are not seen. A sense of superiority is created by the vertical composition: the message enclosed in the film-roll is superior to the light itself, the ' modern' man is superior to the 'old-fashioned' one. e verticality, often used in propaganda, insists on a dichotomy between paradise and hell and inverts the religious message. Here religion, which usually leads one to paradise, is subservient to the progressive medium. Film is the means for liberation, it interferes with the light (at the meeting point of the crescent and the red star), which however provides the necessary 20) Alexandre Papas even suggested that this light could be read as 'Muhammadan', symbolising illumination and mystical gnosis. luminosity for screening. Indeed, the liberation stems from an intertwining alliance of the red star and the Islamic crescent.
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Ordinary people also responded positively to the implementation of cinema. is was the undeniable reaction after the creation of Uzbekgoskino. In an article published in Yer Iuzi, an anonymous writer congratulated the Uzbek SSR because the country was now able to produce "incredible and unheard things" and was capable of "unveiling the mysteries of the Orient".
22 Accordingly, infatuation for cinema was an essential pre-condition for its acculturative function praised by the élite. Indeed, cinema was per se one of the most fascinating achievements of the beginning of the 20 th century: in early 20 th century cinema's direct ancestor-the magic lantern-was known to leave a deep impression in audience's mind long after the screenings; 23 in the early Soviet period, with the help of the dynamo, film could spread all over the country before electrification, especially in rural areas.
For the cultural and political élite, Russian or vernacular, the film proved a perfect means for breaking the chains of slavery (whatever it was: class or gender domination, religion, tradition, etc.) and for fostering protest against 'old-fashioned traditions' and oppression. is was, in substance, the discourse of Serafima Liubimova, who worked many years for the Department of Women's emancipation: 24 e theatre [and cinema] had to create for the audience a sense of protest against customs and religious laws, which reduce women to a state of cattle. eatre [and film] must arise, for women, the desire to fight, against the old morality, for their emancipation. On the other hand, it is essential to entice women to the theatre and cinema. How "Enticing women" to a dark room with a white curtain (and few chairs) that stood, at that time, for "cinema-theatre", was not so easy, but not impossible. It helped if the projectionists had a good "sense of psychology", a quality that the itinerant projectionists, V. Alexandrov together with Ia. Kalimullin, his assistant of Tatar origin, were proud of. ey worked for the International Red Cross (MOPR) and, in 1924, organised itinerant screenings in Tashkent's surroundings.
For the first showings, they were careful to screen only entertainment films, avoiding much politicised ones, so that women could become used to cinema. eir ideas about the use of propaganda in films were clear:
period, the New Economic Policy (NEP) allowed for a profit-based production system that could be reinvested in film production. Logically, this system paid more attention to audience's tastes than to political requirements. Second, the vernacular cinematographic staff until the thirties lacked basic skills, which mirrored the audience's lack of 'cinematographic education'. Finally, there was a serious need to develop a good network of itinerant or permanent cinema theaters and to train skilful orators for silent movies... not the kind of those who mispronounced 'Soviet stratotegy' instead of 'Soviet strategy'.
27

II. Organising and Disorganising Soviet Propaganda Against Islam in Uzbekistan
If this short institutional history demonstrates the difficulty of establishing State control over film production, the implementation of anti-religious propaganda in Central Asia presents another aspect of this difficulty. Anti-religious propaganda was also subject to fluctuating measures. In Turkistan, the policy of separation of church and state, adopted by the RSFSR as early as January 1918, did not come into effect rapidly. Many acts of violence were committed during the Civil War against religious authorities and places of worship, but they corresponded much more to personal initiatives than to a homogenous and centralised state policy. e first attempt to organise anti-religious policy was made in 1925 with the creation of the 'Union of the Godless' (Soiuz bezbozhnikov). One of the major leaders of this policy was E. Iaroslavskii, 28 who urged for a moderate line, but who felt by 1928 that the time had come to accelerate anti-religious policy. Some Muslim intellectuals, who held communist views, wrote more moderate anti-religious pamphlets and warned not to attack religious sentiments too violently.
At the beginning of the twenties, several initiatives could be assimilated to 'anti-religious propaganda'. For instance, the first Uzbek film-studios Sharq Yulduzi were located within the mosque Ishankul in Shaykhantaur Madrasa 29 in Tashkent and would remain there for more than forty years. According to a decree of the Central Executive Committee and the Council of People's Commissars taken on 22 December, 1926, buildings were withdrawn from waqf administration and given to Uzbekgoskino. 30 If the use of worship places for new political, educational or cultural goals should first be understood as necessitated by poor working conditions, it was nonetheless, the first attempt to give new signification to old forms (madrasa, mosques) by overlaying symbolic religious values with new, modern ones. Indeed, the legal policy on religion in 1929 institutionalised a process that was already going on: the transformation of the places of worship into "culture palaces". 31 It was quite common to see movie theatres located in churches, mosques, even synagogues (in Perm for instance). 32 In the twenties, the Soviet central state was very far from having the necessary means to implement its policy, and the Union of the Godless had to face many difficulties in its everyday activities. First, some of the reports produced in Uzbekistan admitted that activists lacked quali fied staff and a true understanding of Islam. In Muslim regions, anti-religious propaganda was undertaken with a knowledge of Islam essentially based on the one gathered during the imperial period, which was considered by the Russian Communists as deeply insufficient and superficial. 33 Far different from the challenges to the Eastern Orthodox religion, which was better documented, the development of an antireligious propaganda in Muslim areas was hampered by this lack of knowl edge. Muslim atheists bemoaned a total lack of literature on the subject, even in the pages of Bezbozhnik, the leading anti-religious newspaper.
34 e only exception was a book by a writer named Filippov and published in 2,000 copies. 35 is was the single reference in Russian before 1927. It was considered satisfying for their work, but anyway a true "Marxist book on Muslim religion" was still missing.
36 e propaganda effort therefore relied mainly on translation from Russian into native languages, even until the aftermath of the Second World War. allowing for a possibility of reform. 38 is was also an argument put forward by Sultan Galiev, who insisted on the difficulty of organising anti-religious propaganda in Muslim areas. For him, Islam had to be considered as a religion as well as a socio-political structure. In this respect, it was quite strong in comparison with other religions since it was, according to his words, the newest one. 39 Along with these problems, atheists were facing other difficulties of great significance. e social and political background was deeply modified after the Bolsheviks came to power. As a result, religious speech was progressively 'proletarized'. e new sermons were impregnated by common political forms of speech. Henceforth, Baptists brothers could preach that "Jesus Christ was of proletarian origin", that he was "a great socialist" or "the forerunner on the Communist Party". 40 e representative of the lamaïsts could assert, in 1927, that Buddha, Marx and Lenin were teaching noticeably the same thing. e only "small difference" was that the Communists did not recognise reincarnation. Lenin, "the disciple of the great wise-man Karl Marx", became then the "great reformist of socialism". 41 Another article mentioned that some ʿulamāʾ were talking about the "proletarian tendencies" of the Qurʾan and that they no longer approached the peasantry or women with "old and fossilised dogmatism". 42 ey softened their speeches towards women for example and could affirm-in the public space 43 -women's equality with men, which led to an increase in female attendance at mosques. ey would also open their mosques to Communist Youth League (Komsomol ) meetings, or authorise the International to be played after a speech ordinarily considered "reactionary" by atheist activists, as it was the case in Marghilan. 44 Indeed, those who were called the "red Mullahs" continued preaching under the cover of being Bolshevik. Originally from Tatarstan, they would gather funds among Muslim Tatars who were working in important industrial centres. Atheists were complaining: "Identified with the program of our party, Islam stands along with communism, and Muhammad can be considered a political friend of Karl Marx!" 45 Islam 'reformed' in this way could support the construction of socialism. It goes without saying that, in such a context, anti-religious propaganda was particularly complex to organise and the khudosizlar could get a bit lost.
However, even if Russian atheists thought that these speeches were maliciously and deliberately intended to manipulate people, for some Muslim scholars Islam and Communism were not necessarily contradictory. 46 Gustav Krist, a former Austrian prisoner of war, visited Bukhara in the early twenties and remembered: 47 You may here see the Red Star of the Soviet or the portraits of Lenin and Khidiralieff [Krist's personal friend, he was chairman of the Central Executive Committee of Turkistan] in queer juxtaposition with the ancient text-books of Shariat Law and commentaries on the Qur'an. e Madrasah Mir Arab is a typical example. e narrow cell of the Imam has shelves along the walls, laden with sacred books in Arabic and Kufic script, above which hangs a poster in Uzbek which screams: 'Proletarians of all Lands Unite!' Few religious teachers in other parts of the world would be able to reconcile two philosophies so diametrically opposed. I ventured in some astonishment to ask how it was possible, and was informed that Bukharan students found not difficulty in keeping the teachings of Lenin and of Muhammad in two separate mental compartments.
Relying on articles published in the native Bolshevik press, Bakhtiyor Babajanov noticed that Islam and Communism were often associated. e use of religious vocabulary or quotation of the Qurʾan's verses or of ḥadīth (till 1927-1928 ) allowed a translation of the new ideas into a rhetoric comprehensible to a large population. 48 It could be used to appear in line with Islam, with view to a still vivid basmachi movement. e devotion of native Communists to the new régime also provided subject-matter for satirical critics. 49 Here the case of Azerbaijan can be extended to Central Asia. e Bolsheviks frequently resorted to an Islamic terminology to win the support of ʿulamaʾ, who were forced to react. 50 is situation characterised the twenties, that is before the first important anti-religious campaign throughout the Soviet Union (1930-31), in which cinema had to participate. is campaign was actually part of a large-scale wave of social and economic transformations of unprecedented violence. ese included women's emancipation (hujūm) which began in 1927, 51 collectivisation, and the violent deportation of wealthy landowners (kulaks, bais) and persons stigmatised as 'nationalist' or 'bourgeois' (the Jadids among others). ese measures of social engineering were often a pretext for fighting against the believers themselves.
52 Before this time (in the 1920s), only religious institutions, their endowments (waqf ) and the religious or spiritual authorities (mullahs, ishans) were repressed. e physical repression and disappearance of Muslim social structures, a pre-requisite for effective propaganda, 53 was concurrent with a smoother, more systematic and psychological propaganda. It was supported by a great variety of media. eatre, radio, music, painting and any other kind of artistic expression were mobilised to create an anti-religious consciousness.
54 e role of the native cultural élite has to be underlined in the propaganda efforts, at least through films.
During the early Soviet period and owing to the lack of specifically anti-religious movies, certain booklets of film propaganda, intended for the projectionists and political activists, claimed that "all types of films" can suit anti-religious purposes. ey 'simply' needed to be accompanied by political speech. A documentary on the first five-year plan or even some American religious films were proposed to fight against "religious obscurantism", as long as they had appropriate accompaniment by an orator. 55 is reinforces the importance of the oral element in the screening of silent movies while also indicating how difficult the work of the bonimenteur could be. Later on, and especially thanks to the activity of native filmmakers, most of the religious beliefs of the Soviet Union could find a negative representation in movies. 
III. Delegitimising Islam: A Double-Edge Weapon?
By denouncing religious practices and confessions, silent films gave to religious authorities, even if they were shown as depraved old-fashioned and sometimes dangerous practices, a 'locus of existence'. e search for realistic representation, advocated in the press to avoid the exotic and orientalist drift of the films produced in the beginning of the twenties, incited filmmakers to take advantage of religious processions or true rituals. is confers a posteriori a documentary value to the fiction films. Taking advantage of local personages was also motivated by economic reasons: they were paid less than professional actors, they provided authenticity, and they satisfied the curiosity of the spectators as well as of the authorities (an exoticism of a new type) in other local settings. Indeed, religious practices which were quite confidential (a zikr for instance) or geographically localised (muharram ceremonies, fasting...), began to enter into a broader public sphere, i.e. at the whole Soviet scale, and circulated throughout the Union. Anti-religious films denounced the exaction committed by mullahs, dervishes and other religious authorities, but they eventually offered them a privileged role and a droit de cité. For the film Chachvon by M. Averbakh (Uzbekistan, 1927), aimed at supporting the policy of women's emancipation, actual dervishes participated in the shooting. In the film, the young heroine Lola was taken by her husband to visit a popular healer (azaimkhon), who had to "hunt" by traditional means the "red devil" (krasnyi diavol ) that blows messages of emancipation. According to some memories of the shooting published in the press, the dervishes were "so well entered into their own role" that they had not noticed, after the projectors have been shut down, that the team was yelling "Cut! Cut!" to stop their "holy action" (zikr), which consisted of "convulsive movements, cries, wild rattles, and a possessed dance". 57 According to the article, only the call of the muezzin could stop the ceremony. Dervishes left the stage to go to the mosque for the evening prayer. In the film e Last Bek by Sabinskii (Uzbekistan, 1930)-a film dedicated to the death of Enver Pasha of which, unfortunately, only archival documents have remained-a mullah agreed to play in the movie. At the end of every scene however, he made ablutions, constantly regretting having dealt with the shaytan. In the film e Fiancée of the Ishan, a loud ( jahri) zikr of the Naqshbandiyya was shot.
e commemoration of Huseyn's martyrdom, known in Soviet Union and Turco-Persian world as "shakhsei-vakhsei" (Shāh Hussein, Yāh or Vāh Huseyn)-and particularly denounced by Stalin himself 58 -, was for example recorded by the camera in the film Bismillah by Sharifzade (Azerbaijan, 1925) . e filmmaker insisted on the violence of such a ritual (even though they were afraid of being beaten by the devotees while shooting). Zanjirchi were shown flagellating themselves, or beating their heads with a sword to make their blood flow, echoing what was already denounced in the pre-revolutionary satirical press or literature. 59 In order to delegitimise religion, these films condemned certain spectacular forms of Islam (Sufism, Ishanism) as a practice of physical violence, abuses (social and sexual), injustice, economic exploitation, etc. In e Fiancée of the Ishan, the representation of Ishanism was particularly negative. It was situated in a land of old and dusty beliefs. e filmmakers insisted on showing old mosques or mausoleums alongside negative intertitles: "In old cities", "Among the dusty mosques", "Dusty words", "ere is no god but God"... e mosque was shown as a house of disease, in which superstitious people could only rely on the ishan's intercession with God to solve their problems of illness or sterility. is crowd was shown as widely dehumanised by long shots, women in paranji followed sick men, hobbling, forming thus a wide queue. No one was able to act autonomously… "One prays" and "One awaits with resignation…" "…e miracle".
e most striking scene of delegitimisation of a ishan can be found, without a doubt, in this film: Tursun, a simple-minded husband, who dreamt to have children, thinks that his woman Hakima is sterile. He decides to bring her to the ishan Abdu Nabi (played by S. Khojaev, 1892 Khojaev, -1937 60 ), full of hope that his spiritual power will achieve the 60) Suleiman Khojaev, whose father was a qori, belongs to the former jadid background. awaited "miracle" of pregnancy. While the couple is awaiting the ishan among a huge crowd, Hakima's veil accidentally falls down and attracts the ishan's attention. He makes one of his disciples bring the woman to him for consultation, and then sexually abuses her.
61 e scene of violence is not shown directly. It is suggested by images of Sufis in an ecstatic state, doing a zikr. eir faces are shown in close-up, with faster and faster editing giving the scene. e film juxtaposes practices of zikr and spiritual ecstasy with those of rape and sexual pleasure.
If the intention of the film director was clear, it is more difficult to find out whether the cross-cutting between spiritual ecstasy and sexual vio-61) e rape was also part of the above-mentioned film Bismillah.
Zikr and rape, e Fiancée of the Ishan lation would have been taken in by the local public. In fact, we know that cross-cutting and other editing techniques were generally not well understood at that time as it constituted a rupture in action or temporality, rather than a possible link to a new sense. 62 But whether or not this advanced editing technique clearly conveyed its intellectual message, the perception of rape and sexual abuse remained clear. en, as a direct result of this rape, the "miracle so awaited" by Tursun comes true. He becomes the "father" of a girl conceived through this act of violence. e sexual decadence of the ishan is worsened even further by a potentially incestuous relationship. After having seen the young Oiniso few years later, the ishan decides to marry her, without knowing that he is her natural father. Hakima, who tries to oppose this marriage, lets her daughter flee to the Komsomol, the only place she considers safe. When Hakima's husband learns of his daughter's escape, he decides to kill his wife. Eventually, Hakima reveals the truth and the people decide to send the ishan to court. Tursun learns the hard lesson that religion is a lie.
If sexual abuse was used to delegitimise religious authorities, in the case of Ismailism, the economic and capitalist abuses were used to 62) M. Bunegin, Massovaia kino-rabota v natsional'nykh raionakh (Moscow: Roskino, 1933), 33.
"Religion, a lie" film stills, The Fiancée of the Ishan denounce Aga Khan and his community. e filmmakers of e Living God conveyed a message that gathered the main leitmotivs of Soviet propaganda. Considered by Ismailis the manifestation of God on earth, Aga Khan was denounced as a spiritual fraud, as well as the head of a social and economic organisation. Because of the system of zakat, he represented, in the Marxist dialectic of class-struggle, a perfect capitalist who abuses the poor. For Bolshevik propagandists, Aga Khan sanctified the bourgeoisie, which was a "deification of exploiters' power". 63 According to Ismaili doctrine the discipline of dissimulation of one's belief (taqiyya) constituted a threat to Soviet power. is practice was also condemned as a factor that could spread or reinforce Ismailism's power. 64 Finally, he was also the symbol of a double imperialism: he was close to the Tsarist Empire and the Orthodox Church (he visited Orthodox religious authorities in Moscow and Kiev in September 1912), and also harboured strong Anglophile sentiments.
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What were the true effects of these movies and this type of propaganda? First of all, one must raise the general question of their original goals. By whom were they formulated and for whom were they designed: the central or the local State? What is the specific cultural background of the filmmakers? For which audience (Muscovite or local) did they create their films? Even if the demarcation of the spheres of influence at work in the production of the films is made difficult because of the limited archival materials, some answers can nonetheless be proposed. In the film Her Right by Cherniak (Uzbekistan, 1931), the subtitle "ousands of women are still under the influence of Sharia …" was quickly followed by: "e duty of war of all workers is to involve 1 600 000 women in the industry." Was it, indeed, a film to free women from religion and help them gain equality with men? Or was it just an attempt to find a surrogate proletariat? e economic and labour finalities seem to take precedence, in films made by Russian filmmakers invited by the film studios or for the official central press, over the development of an anti-religious consciousness. Similarly, the statement published in the anti-religious newspaper Antireligioznik, that had accompanied the film e Fiancée of the Ishan, and helped the orator with explanation, 66 paid scant attention to anti-religious propaganda and Islam, but placed greater emphasis on the industrialisation and the collectivisation of agriculture. It thus provides an important hint to the priority of the economy and its place in Soviet Union. However, according to a report from the cinema organisation's bureau based in Khorezm, its head urged Uzbekkino to send more films of that kind, because they were appreciated and comprehended by native audience. 67 As far as e Living God is concerned, it seems that the commercial entertainment potential was stronger than any of its other goals. Interestingly, the film, of 1935, still bears traces of influence from German expressionism in the vein of Fritz Lang.
Accordingly, the true anti-religious aims were sustained by native filmmakers like Sharifzade (Bismillah) and Kamil Iarmatov (e Emigrant). ese aims were also sustained by Russian teams like Oleg Frelikh with Suleiman Khojaev (e Fiancée of the Ishan). ese filmmakers were more aware of the sociologic determinism of their own people than of other cultures. In their anti-religious propaganda, Muslim intellectuals expressed an anticlericalism and a denunciation of superstitions that was not new. Examples could already be found in the Caucasus, for instance, where the most famous satirical newspaper, Mollah Nasreddin, published in Tiflis, served as a model 68 and also, a bit later, in Central Asia. In Turkistan, the press was a relay for criticising the sheykh and ishan or for condemning local customs or other rituals. 69 Secularisation and anti-clerical discourses were already on the Jadid's modernisation agenda before the Bolshevik revolution. 70 e creation of an Uzbek state, which benefited from cultural autonomy until the mid-1930s, legitimized the native élites to adress the public sphere and to create their own discourse through new means of communication. If brutality, fanatism of the Shiite clergy and the misbehaviour of some ishans were denounced, humour also played an important role in the cinematographic rhetoric. In Bismillah, the Azeri mullah was "carefully taking care every week" of his beard, played backgammon and drank wine with his friend, an Iranian mullah of Reza Shah, another "hero of abnegation". e use of humour in propaganda was underlined by Sultan Galiev, who mentioned that jokes about popes or mullahs had much greater effect that direct attempts at persuasion. 71 e film Emigrant, made by Kamil Yarmatov in Stalinabad's studios, reveals a rare cinematographic mastery and maturity for his first featurelength film. e film, aimed at influencing the way of life of those who were still doubting the rightness of the new Soviet social and economic way of life. is film was characteristic of a "sociological propaganda", of which effects were not directed toward radical actions or rapid mobilisation but rather intended to influence popular opinion in a long-term perspective.
72 None of the Islamic authorities represented in the filmmullah, ishan-were directly or negatively attacked. ey were represented as lenient old men, repeating the same discourse, "If you are not a good Muslim, your woman will follow the path of debauchery", but also despairing of not being (as the elders) listened to anymore. Indeed, this parallel turns the anti-religious message into a competition of generations. e main character Kamil, played by Kamil Iarmatov himself, decides to grant his father's wish, expressed just before his death. "Go to a country where the faith is strong", to which the mullah adds: "Misfortune will reach the one who does not listen to his father." When misfortune does happen (the harvest is particularly bad and his horse dies), it is not because of Allah's will but because of sabotage perpetrated by a former Soviet citizen, who had flown to an Islamic country and had returned to the Soviet Union to spoil its policy. Kamil, who sees Allah's malediction as a result of not keeping his father's last wish, divorces his increasingly emancipated wife and decides to leave his kolkhoz for a neighbour country (probably Afghanistan) where "Islam 71) Sultan Galiev, "Metody antireligioznoi propagandy", 47, 50. 72) Ellul, Propagandes, 76.
is pure". Kamil's travel can also be understood as a travel to the Islamic past. Not long after his new settlement, his first agricultural activities bring a very good harvest until some religious dignitaries come to collect various taxes.
en Kamil opens his eyes and discovers that the Islamic world, which he originally thought a paradise, is a place of violence and injustice where work is not valued. Islamic practice is thus denounced in a foreign territory, a way to avoid criticising Soviet Islam. Kamil comes to these conclusions through a process of inner, rationalist thinking. e sentence "Why should a clever man reproduce another's mistake", at the same time a critique of tradition and of the Islamic faith, becomes a leitmotiv that follows Kamil throughout the whole film. By intellect and personal experience, he begins to break the chains of religion as well as the ones of paternal submission, but he still behaves with an irreproachable ethics and morality. Eventually, he returns to his fathere Emigrant land and finds his way back to his wife, who regrets that "A clever man should have reproduced other's mistake." e filmic rhetoric of e Emigrant was particularly smooth, but in other cases images were aggressive and risked being counterproductive. ey could incite anger, indifference, or just make the spectator leave the cinema-theatre. is point was noticeably raised by Sultan Galiev, who quoted a case in Tatarstan, where a Bolshevik (mispronounced as bul'shaumik) came to a Tatar village to make an anti-religious action. He stepped on the Qurʾan shouting "Look, nothing happened to me! at means that this book is not holy, so Allah does not exist." Sultan Galiev concluded that actions like this one could only breed anger. According to Said Galiev, "Excessively aggressive campaigns against Islam could also recall the Christian missionary habit against 'the cultural backwardness and religious fanaticism of Muslims'."
74 Such was the association in the film Chachvon, where an emancipated Muslim woman (Lola) was deified. She was represented in front of a traditional suzane and looked like an icon.
If these kinds of representations are due to Russian Communists or filmmakers who were absolutely not prepared for anti-religious actions 73) Sultan Galiev, "Metody antireligioznoi propagandy", 49f. Jacques Ellul noticed the same thing: a message that directly attack a well-established opinion or a stereotype cannot bring any effect, Ellul, Propagandes, 47. 74) Said Galiev, "Antireligioznaia rabota sredi musul'man", 46f.
e Living God in Muslim areas, Ramazan by Nabi Ganiev, an Uzbek filmmaker, allows us to think about a case of 'counter-propaganda' and indeed resistance to acculturation. is film against fasting probably did not benefit from commercial screenings and seemed to have been only distributed to the kolkhozian audience during the cotton harvest of 1933. 75 According to the Soviet creed, fasting is presented in the film as an anti-social behaviour. It diminished the yield, generated violence or dispute, and helped mullahs and ishans abuse the poor. But in this film, a bai was drinking wine inside a mosque and eventually became dead-drunk.
Could such a scene of drunkenness in a holy place be voluntary excessive in order to provoke the opposite sentiment? is 'presumption of propaganda sabotage' can be reinforced by some other ambiguities that 75) No information could have been found in Uzbek newspapers, where usually the films screened in cinema theatres were mentioned.
Chachvon
Drunkeness in a mosque, Ramazan punctuated the film. e filmmaker conspicuously engaged in antireligious propaganda also had a small but symbolic role in his movie. He appeared in a scene, where he stood in front of a wide mass of worshipers and initiated the first movements of the collective prayer. Ironically, he made an anti-religious film in which he represented himself praying.
To be sure, only a rare few would have been able to recognise him in the scene (probably only those who worked for the film-studio), but this second ambiguity reveals a symbolic 'counter-involvement', an idea that is strengthened by Ramazan's general narrative. Indeed, the film is quite difficult to apprehend: the filmmaker constantly uses mises en abime (stories within the story) that blur the anti-religious discourse and could create contradictory effects. To work, a propaganda film should be simple, direct, and without ambiguity in order to immerse the spectator in the narration. e identification could force him to act as one of the film characters (action, according to Ellul, makes the propaganda effective as far as it then becomes irreversible 76 ). But in Ramazan, most of the characters have two roles (a positive one and a negative one) that contradict the original message. For instance, one kolkhozian who decided not to fast anymore after 30 years of practice, is discovered, at the end of the film, to be one of the traitors. So, is stopping fasting a treacherous behaviour? Actually, the main character Timur, just like Kamil in Emigrant, behaves strictly. He is honest, refuses to drink alcohol, and he possesses all the qualities a good Muslim could have. Denouncing mullahs and ishan-s, or every kind of religious authorities was inescapable because of political and censorship pressure, but could this denunciation have had a different significance for the Muslim audience? Could not the spectators interpret central characters to be right, and to be good Muslims, without this interpretation being formally expressed by the filmmaker?
Conclusion
Despite the efforts to produce anti-religious propaganda, religion would not totally disappear from the public sphere in Central Asia, even during the periods of greatest violence in the thirties. Before 1937 the central state could not exert total control, and hence could not completely determine the way anti-religious propaganda was carried out. Since the central state had to reach a compromise with local filmmakers, these could translate ideological demands in their own way. is situation changed only in the late 1930s, when Uzbek or Tajik filmmakers were repressed or put in jail.
While Islam tended to be brutalised and dispossessed of its cultural value, the Bolshevik ideologists tried, by referring to Islam, to legitimise their policy among Muslims. e representation of Bolshevik ideology was full of ideas of messianism. e Bolshevik project, since the beginning of the régime, attempted to replace conceptions and religious beliefs by new secular values in order to transform radically the way of thinking. But at the same time, it borrowed, voluntarily or not, meth-ods of communication of religious type. 77 e representation of religion and Bolshevik power operated on very simple oppositions: the club was opposed to the mosque, the secular order (militia, court) was opposed to spiritual authorities (mullah, ishan, qadis). Factories or clubs became new places of salvation. is dichotomy could be found in almost all the films produced in Uzbekistan. But, in contrast to the films made by native filmmakers, the films made by Russians tended to sacralise Soviet power. e first talking movie produced in Uzbekistan, e Oath by Usoltsev-Garf (Uzbekistan, 1937), was the most emblematic example. In the film, Andrei Kravtsov, a Russian Bolshevik (the only Russian in the film), is sent to an Uzbek village by the central power to implement the agrarian reform. He eventually sacrifices himself for the sake of Uzbek peasants. When he arrives to take his position at the peasant council, the muezzin began to call for prayer. Kravstov cries out, opening his arms and turning his face to the sky: "Look! Allah himself orders me to stay here." Another time in the film, the call of the muezzin was used in order to legitimise the announcement of the agrarian reform.
e filmmaker and script-writers, probably in reaction to the failure of direct attacks on Islam, have tried to appropriate the cultural representations of the opposing group (i.e. Islam) and pre-existing attitudes.
78
On the one hand, it sounds like a failure and a step back toward religion. But on the other hand, exploiting the symbolic capital of religion may have in its own way contributed to the implementation of Soviet ideology in Central Asia, an implementation aided by the native élite who participated in propaganda effort. e Oath proved an important shift in representation, since the native sociological determinism could be understood and used. Indeed, sub-propaganda turned eventually into active propaganda. 79 Along with the economic, political and social transformations, Soviet experience tends to create a common system of values and homogenized cultural representations that could be significant for everyone who was a Soviet citizen, whatever his/her national, confessional, or ethnic background. In arts, the birth of socialist realism, and its development in the thirties (the film e Oath (1937) are inscribed with their archetypes), tend to achieve this cultural monologism: a vertical, unique, hierarchic practice of creation. 80 However, the film-production was never all that easy to 'domesticate' after all, and the spectator's reception proved even more difficult to control, as far as the reception of a message acquires significance through interpretation by the viewer. Soviet acculturation tended to homogenise and drastically diminish 'cultural difference' all over Soviet Union, but local agency could not have totally disappeared, unless the native filmmakers were deprived of their right to create. Soviet experience in Central Asia, at the meeting point of the Red Star and the Crescent, generated strange métissages and readjustments, a process whose consequences are still visible today.
